
Test Equipment Solutions Datasheet

Test Equipment Solutions Ltd specialise in the second user sale, rental and distribution of 
quality test & measurement (T&M) equipment. We stock all major equipment types such as 
spectrum analyzers, signal generators, oscilloscopes, power meters, logic analysers etc from 
all the major suppliers such as Agilent, Tektronix, Anritsu and Rohde & Schwarz.

We are focused at the professional end of the marketplace, primarily working with customers 
for whom high performance, quality and service are key, whilst realising the cost savings that 
second user equipment offers. As such, we fully test & refurbish equipment in our in-house, 
traceable Lab. Items are supplied with manuals, accessories and typically a full no-quibble 2 
year warranty. Our staff have extensive backgrounds in T&M, totalling over 150 years of 
combined experience, which enables us to deliver industry-leading service and support. We 
endeavour to be customer focused in every way right down to the detail, such as offering free 
delivery on sales, covering the cost of warranty returns BOTH ways (plus supplying a loan 
unit, if available) and supplying a free business tool with every order.

As well as the headline benefit of cost saving, second user offers shorter lead times, higher 
reliability and multivendor solutions. Rental, of course, is ideal for shorter term needs and 
offers fast delivery, flexibility, try-before-you-buy, zero capital expenditure, lower risk and off 
balance sheet accounting. Both second user and rental improve the key business measure of 
Return On Capital Employed.

We are based near Heathrow Airport in the UK from where we supply test equipment 
worldwide. Our facility incorporates Sales, Support, Admin, Logistics and our own in-house 
Lab.

All products supplied by Test Equipment Solutions include:

- No-quibble parts & labour warranty (we provide transport for UK mainland addresses).
- Free loan equipment during warranty repair, if available.
- Full electrical, mechanical and safety refurbishment in our in-house Lab.
- Certificate of Conformance (calibration available on request).
- Manuals and accessories required for normal operation.
- Free insured delivery to your UK mainland address (sales).
- Support from our team of seasoned Test & Measurement engineers.
- ISO9001 quality assurance.

Test equipment Solutions Ltd
Unit 8 Elder Way
Waterside Drive
Langley
Berkshire
SL3 6EP

T: +44 (0)1753 596000
F: +44 (0)1753 596001

Email: info@TestEquipmentHQ.com
Web: www.TestEquipmentHQ.com
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Performance data

2 Mbitls transmit interface

Framing and bit rates:

Clock source:

Internal

Accuracy:

Signals can be transmitted unframed
or with the frame structure indicated.

2048 kbiVs . G.704

2048 kbiVs. G.704 no multiframe

2048 kbiVs. G.704 with GAG

2048 kbiVs . G.704 with GAG, no multiframe

2048 kbWs . 32 frame multiframe

Intemal, external or derived from the received signal.

:t 1 ppm from C'G to 55'G.

:t 1 ppmiyear

Frequency offset

Small:

Large:

External:

Steps of j; 5ppm and j; 50ppm to a maximum of j;

150ppm.

Stepsofj; 2 andj; 10 kbit/sto j;30kbit/s.

TTL
Sine wave
G.703 Figure 21

AMI (50% duly cycie)
HDB3

Line codes:

Test patterns

Insertion:

Framed single channel:

Framed nx64 kbitls
channel:

Channel broadcast:

Framed:

Unframed:

PRBS:

Sense

Selected 56 kbiVs or 64 kbiVs channel of framed signal.

Selected nx56 kbiVs or nx54 kbiVs channels of framed

signal.

Channel distribution can be contiguous or non-

contiguous.

The Framed Single Channel test pattern is placed In all
channels

n x 64 kbiVs channel test pattern, where n=30 or 31
depending on system selected.

Unframed signal

26_1.

29_1.

V'-1.

2'5_1.

22°-1.

223_1.

True or Inverted
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Mode (framed only)

8 bit:

7 + 1 bit:

PRes data fills all 8 bits in an octet, ie 64 kbit/s per
channel.

First 7 bits are PReS and last bit is a 1, Ie 56 kblt/s per
channel.

User programmable sequence of 32 bits.
(16 bit word for Option 02, French version)

32 bit word:

Variable sine wave (Option 04)

Frequency range:
Resolution:

Level:

Resolution:

Coding:

Fill patterns:

1 to 3999 Hz

1 Hz

+3 to -55 dBmO

0.1 dB maximum

A-law

PRBS:

8 bit word:

Drop & insert:

56 kbit/s or 64 kbit/s:

nx56 kbiVs or nx64 kbiVs:

For 64 kbit/s or n x 64 kbit/s operation the following
patterns are used to fill all other channels.

215_1.

User programmable sequence of 8 bits.

For framed operation the received signal is looped to
the transmitter.

Note that for GAG frame structures the GAG is
recalculated before retransmission.

A selected 56 kbit/s or 64 kbit/s channel is replaced by

a test pattern.

A selected n x 56 kbit/s or n x 64 kbit/s channel Is
replaced by a test pattern. The channel selection can
be contiguous or non-contiguous

Line current on balanced lines can be looped through
from receiver to transmitter of the instrument.

Regenerator line current
loopthrough:

Error injection

Target: Test pattern only.

Framing only.

GAG only.

Ail.

Error type

Binary:
Code:

Bits are inverted before coding.

Code errors are Injected by changing +/-1 to 0 and 0 to
+/-1 where the polarity of the Inserted mark Is the same
as the polarity of the last mark transmitted.

Injection mode

Singly:
Fixed rate:

By keypress.

Rete M x 10-N.
where M is 1 to 9 and N is 2 to 7.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1200.

3V :I: 0.3 V.

OV:I: 0.3 V.

75(1.

2.37V,,0.237V.

0 V" 0.237 V.

6dBand10dB.

to.5 dB.

Main outputs

Balanced

Impedance:

Peak Voltage:

Space Voltage:

Unbalanced

Impedance:

Peak voltage:

Space voltage:

Output level attenuation:

Attenuation:

Accuracy:

Signalling bit control:

Selected channel:

All other channels:

C-bit framing

(Option 02, French):

Framing tests:

Frame alignment strategy:

Signalling
strategy:

Time Slot

Access to structure bits:

For framing systems with Channel Associated
Signalling capability the signalling bits can be changed.

Set 4 bit word.

Set 4 bit word.

Generation of C-Bit Frame for French
TAANSMIC-2G System.

Controi of C-Bit Frame message bits.

The following tests are avallabie, depending on the
framing system selected:

Set x in 4 consecutive frame words in error, single shot
or continuously.

Set x in 3 consecutive not frame bits in error, single
shot or continuously.

Set x in 4 consecutive CAC multiframe words in error,
single shot or continuously.

Set x in 1000 CAC biocks in error continuously (default
value is 915).

Set x in 2 consecutive multiframe words in error, singie
shot or continuously.

SettoAIS(AII1s).

Set to All Os.

Change unassigned, distant, distant muitlframe and
alarm bits.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

2 Mbitls receive interface

Framing and bit rates: As transmitter
Signals can be received unfremed or with the freme
structure indicated

Frequency tolerance

2048 kbit/s:

LIne codes:

Autoconfigure:

i 50 ppm.

As transmitter.
The presence of an HDB3 code is indicated.

The receiver automatically configures to:

2 Mbil/s system or 2 Mbil/s unframed.

Test pattern unframed.

64 kbil/s channel test pattern
(channel seerch or known channel).

n.64 kbil/s contiguous or non-contiguous channel
test pattern (known channei).

Input modes

Terminated:

Bridging:

Monitoring:

Input sensitivity

Balanced:

Terminates the line.

Taps onto a terminated line or unprotected monitor point.

Connects to a protected monitor point.

Impedance:

Normal:

ALBC:

Unbalanced:

I Tennlnated

I 750

2.37V+2to-8dB r
, 2.37 V +2 to -30 dB I

I Bridging

I >10000

2.37 V +210 -6 dB

Monitor (-15 to -36 dB)

75 11 (2400 11)

2.37 V -15 to -36 dB

Impedance:

Level:

ALBO:

Test patterns

Source: Selected single, contiguous or non-contiguous channels
of framed signal.

Unframed signal.

26_1

29_1.

211_1.

215_1.

PRes:
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Sense:

220_1.

223- 1

Automatically synchronizes to true or invened standard
test patterns and dispiays "True" or "Invened". This is
pan of the Autoconfigure routine.

Mode (framed only)

8 bit:

7+ 1 bit:

Repetitive word:

PRBS data fills all 8 bits in an octet,
i.e 64 kbiVs per channel

First 7 bits are PRBS and last bit is a 1, i.e 56 kbiVs per
channel.

Any word which repeats over a 32 bit sequence.
(16 bit sequence for Option 02, French version)

Pattern synchronization

Loss criterion: PRBS error rate greater than 1 in 5 for each of 10
consecutive deciseconds.

Channel extract: For framed single channel operation a seiected 64 kbitls
channel is extracted from the received signal.

Channel selection is by increment and decrement keys.

Voice frequency signals are routed to the intemal
loudspeaker, audio output socket, or headphone socket.

64 kbitls data signals are output via a V. 11 socket.

Frequency, level, peak code.Audio channel measurement:

(Option 04)

Frequency range:
Resolution:

RMS level:

Resolution:

Peak code:

Decoding:

1 to 3999 Hz

1Hz

+6 to -60 dBmO

0.1 dB maximum

Positive and negative values are displayed.

A-law.

Voice frequency output:

Range:

Decoding:

Impedance:

03 to 3400 Hz

A-Law

600 Q balanced
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GENERAL INFORMATION

LEDs indicate frame structure alarm conditions.Status indicators:

Display modes

Current Alarms:

History:

SIGNAL GOOD

LINE

AIS

FRAME

GAG MF

CAS MF

DISTANT

DMF

PATTERN

ERROR RATE

ERRORS

Red LEOs illuminete to indicate alarm presence and
extinguish when the condition clears. LEOs respond to
alarm conditions with a resolution of one second.

When ALARM HISTORY is pressed the Gurrent Alarm
LEOs indicate alarms which have illuminated since the
last time the ALARM HISTORY RESET button was

pressed.

Alarm History can be reset.

Green LED illuminates to show absence of combination
of LINE, AIS, FRAME, MF, GRG and PATTERN aiarms.

Red LED on indicates signal loss.

Red LED ON indicates signal is aIl1's. A1I1's is
defined as signal with less than three zeros in two frame

periods.

Red LED ON indicates a loss of frame alignment.

Red LED ON indicates loss of GRG multiframe

alignment.
Red LED ON indicates loss of signalling multiframe

alignment.

Red LED ON indicates DISTANT alarm.

Red LED ON indicates Distant Multiframe Alarm.

Red LED ON indicates loss of pattem synchronization.

Red LED ON indicates that the error rate of the major
error type is greater than a threshold set by the user.

Threshold is lxlO-N where N is 2 to 9

Red LED ON indicates major errrors detected.

Additional display indicators

(Auxiliary Alarms page)

HDB3 signal:

TS16 AIS:

Present or Not Present

Present or Not Present

Unassigned framing bits: The state of the unassigned bits is displayed.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Measurements

Error Types:

Main parameters:
(Made if the framing system and
Test Mode allow).

Bit slips:

Octet slips:

Line Code (Bipolar Violations).
Frame Bit.
Frame Word.
Pattern.
CRC.

Number of Errors.
Long Term Mean Error Ratio (LTMER).
Total Test Time.
Number of Loss of Signal (LOS) seconds.
Number of AIS seconds.
Number of No Frame Alignment seconds.
Number of No Pattern Sync seconds.
Number of No CRC Sync seconds.

Singie bit slips are detected within a 64 or nX64 kbit/s
test pattem within a 2 Mbit/s signal or an unframed
2 Mbit/s test pattem.
Positive and negative bit slips are counted.
(Bit slips and octet slips are mutually exclusive).

Octet Slips are detected for single channel pattem
measurements:

Number of positive and negative siips.
Time of last slip.
Time between last two siips.

(Bit slips and octet siips are mutually exciusive).

Additional parameters

Current error ratio gating:

Residual Bit Error Ratio:

(Background error rate)

1, 2, 5 or 10 seconds.

Long Term Mean Error Ratio excluding Severely Errored
Seconds

G.821 Error performance

measurements:

Parameters:

64 kbitls channal availability measuramants are made to
ITU- T Recommendation G.B21, while for higher rates a
channel performance to G.B21 Annex D is applied.

% Available Time.
Number of Errored Seconds.
% Error Free Seconds
Number of Severely Errored Seconds (SES).
% Non SES.
Number of Degraded Minutes (DM).
% Non DM.
Number of Breaks.

The inverse % parameters are also available. User
programmable thresholds for %ES (%Errored Seconds),
'loSES ('IoSeverely Errored Seconds), %DM
(%Degraded Minutes) and %US (%Unavailable
Seconds). Exceeding the threshold during a test
causes message. Threshold activation sellable for
each patameter YES/NO.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

I:
['

G.826

Parameters: Number of Errored Blocks (EB).
Number of Errored Seconds (ES).
Number of Severely Errored Seconds (SES).
Number of Background Block Errors (BBE).
Errored Seconds Ratio (ESR)
Severely Errored Seconds Ratio (SESR).
Backgound Biock Error Ratio (BBER).
Unavailable Seconds (US).
% Unavailable Seconds (%US).
% Available Seconds (%AS).
Number of Breaks.

User programmable thresholds for ESR (Errored
Seconds Ratio), SESR (Severely Errored Seconds
Ratio), BBER (Background Block Error Ratio) and %US
(% Unavailable Seconds). Exceeding the threshold
during a test causes message. Threshold activation
sellable for each patameter YES/NO.
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Parameter

ESR

SESR

BBER

o/"lJ~

I Limi!

I X.XE-Y

I XXF-¥

ESR > limit

SESR > limit

BBER > limit

o;.us > limit

I ~,~~,L--
I xxxxx

M.2100

X=1-9.Y=2-8

Implementation of Interpretation for the Receive and

Send Direction columns in Table 82/M.2100 for 2 Mbitls

signal (non CRC4) and 2 Mbitls (CRC4).

User programmable thresholds S1 and S2 for ES

(Errored Seconds). SES (Severeiy Errored Seconds)

and US (Unavailable Seconds). Exceeding the

threshold during a test causes messege. Threshold

activation settable for each Datameter YES/NO

Paramlrtar \ S1 LImit I S2 LImit I Messa"e

ES xxxx xxxx ES > S111mit or
."""" "m"

SES xxxx xxxx SES>S1limitor
SES > S2 limit

US>S11lmitor
11~~~"I;m;t

us xxxx xxxx
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Propagation delay:

Mode:

Range:

Resolution:

Update rate:

Measured using e PRBS test pattern.

2048 kbiVs unframed.
64 kbit/s channel within 2048 kbit/s signal.
nx64 kbit/s chennel within 2048 kbit/s signal

Up to 2 s.

1 lIS or 1 bit whichever is the greater.

Typically 2 s.

Stored results

Storage capacity:

Multiple tests:

Results retrieval

Error and alarm distribution

histograms:

Parameters

Resolution

Accumulation time:

Histogram page width:

Display:

Histogram baseline alarms:

Up to 4000 print events per store including errors and
alarms stored with a time and date stamp to a
resolution of 1 second.

S full sets of results stored.

Print to externai printer (print from RAM).
Selected results histogram.
Marl< portion of histogram and print selection of errors,
alarms and periodic resuits between marl<s.

Anyone of the following parameters can be selected as
the histogram display.

Major errors
Errored seconds
Severely errored seconds
Degraded minutes

Unavailability
Breaks
Loss of signal
AIS
Loss of frame alignment
Loss of pattern synchronlsation

I second, 1 minute, 1 hour, 1 day.

Typically 7 days or better.

7 or more days with a resolution of 1 day.
30 hours with a resolution of 1 hour.
30 minutes with a resolution of 1 minute.
30 seconds with a resolution of 1 second.
The dispiay is selectable from anywhere within the N

days.

The stored results are displayed as a histogram of
errors. A cursor is moved to point at any day, hour,
minute or second. The number of events for the
parameter selected for that interval are displayed
together with the date and time.

Alarms history is shown by histograms baselines.
Totals for each alarm can be determined by displaying
as the main histogram with cursor scrolling and reading
of alarm totals for each interval.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Alarms Loss of signal
AIS
Loss of frame alignment
Loss of pattern synchronisation
Loss of power (not available on the main histogram)

Test timing

Start time:

Stop time:

Duration:

Signalling analysis:

VYVY, MM, DD, HH, MM (yeer, month, day, hour,

minute).

By keypress.

VYVY, MM, DD, HH, MM (year, month, day, hour,

minute).

By keypress.

DD, HH, MM (days, hours, minutes)

Indefinite.

Channel associated signalling analysis for selected
channel.

Display

Signalling code:

C-bit framing (French version):

Bit rate measurement:

Decimal and binary equivalent of current and previous
15 signalling codes.

Signalling code for all 30 channels simultaneously, with
programmable IDLE and BUSY display.

Monitoring of C-Bit Frame for French TRANSMIC-2G

system.

Display of C-Bit Frame message bits.

The received bit rate is measured every second
displayed to nearest 1 Hz.

:t1 ppm.Accuracy:

Digital signal voltage
measurement

The amplitude of the incoming digital signal is
measured and displayed in Volts base-to-peak and dB
relative to nominal

+3 dB to -36 dBRange:

Accuracy:
+3dBto-10dB:

-10 dBto-20 dB:

-20 dB to -36 dB:

:t1 dB

:1:2 dB
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GENERAL INFORMATION

General characteristics

Operator Interface:

Set Up:

Displays:

Zoom

The instrument is controlled via a keyboard containing a
data entry keypad. The 24 line by 42 character (plus
graphics capability) LCD and keyboard are fully
interactive providing menu and solt-key operation.

Copy facility from Transmitter to Receiver, and Receiver
to Transmitter.

Transmit parameters.
Receive parameters.
Measurement results.
RS-232C port parameters.
Printer type selection.
Measurement definition.
Autoprint definition.
Setup conditions (Stored Parameters).
Current status.

Selected resuits can be displayed in zoom mode with
large character size.

Audible alarm

Mode:

ON:

Loudspeaker:

Setup conditions (storage

facility):

Setup conditions:

ON.

OFF.

Alarm sounds on detection of:

A signal alarm

An errored second.

Selected 64 kbitls channels can ba routed via a volume

control to the loudspeaker.

A variety of information can be stored in non-volatile

mamory (battery backed-up).

10 sets of transmitter/receiver/test definition parameters

can be selected for storage. Each set can be recailed

whenever required, and can be identified with a 12

character label.

In addition 13 non-alterabie standard setups are

available:

Unframed Tx and Rx.

Channel nx64 kbitls.

31 Channel nx64 kbitls.

30 Channel nx64 kbitls with CRC4.

31 Channel nx64 kbltls with CRC4.

30 Channel nx64 kbitls, Drop and Insert.

31 Channel nx64 kbitls, Drop and Insert.

30 Channel nx64 kbitls with CRC4, Drop and Insert.

31 Channel nx64 kbitls with CRC4, Drop and Insert.

30 Channei Monitor Live Traffic.

31 Channel Monitor Live Traffic.

30 Channel with CRC4 Monitor Live Traffic.

31 Channel with CRC4 Monitor Live Traffic.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Real time clock:

Resolution:

Accuracy:

Keyboard lockout:

Printer facilities:

Page print or autoprint printers:

Page printing:

Autoprinting:

RS-232 port:

Printer operation:

Remote control:

Type:

Bit rates:

Code:

Code bits/parity/stop bits:

Displays date and time.

1 s.

:t 1 minute per week.

To avoid unauthorized key presses the keyboard can be
disabled.

RS-232C port.

40 column minimum.

Page printouts are initiated by the PRINT key and cause
the whole of the current page to be printed.

Graphics display pages can be printed in a text
equivalent or a facsimile to a suitable printer.

The printer can be set automatically to print on the
occurrence of any of the following (where applicable),
each event printed with its date and time and two digit
identity number. A twelve character label is also printed
where appropriate:

Test start and stop.

Loss and restoration of signal.
Loss and restoration of alignment.
Loss and restoration of paltern sync.

Detection of errors (ES).
Detection of alarms.
Detection of octet slips.
Detection of a short term (current) error ratio, for the
selected major error type, crossing a user set threshold.

Detection of change of signalling code.

Cumulative printout at preselectable intervals of 15
mins, 30 mins, 1 hour, 6 hours, 12 hours, or 24 hours, or
user defined.

All stored results may be included in the interval print.
User selectable.

Loss and restoration of power.

The RS-232 port is used for printer operations and
remote control.

Printing results and events

Full remote configuration and collection of results.

Asynchronous
DTE.
Full duplex.

300,600,1200,2400,4800 and 9600 bit/s

ASCII

7/0dd/1, 7/Even/1, 7/0dd/2, 7/Even/2, 8/None/1,
8/None/2.

None, CR, LF, CR/LF.Terminator:
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GENERAL INFORMATION

DTR, RTS, CTS and DSR

DTR, RTS, CTS and DSR
XDN and XOFF

Handshake

Hardware:

Hardware and
Software:

Lines used

Tx DATA:

ATS:

DTA:

Ax DATA:

CTS:

DSA:

Signal ground

Connector:

Electrical:

Pin 3.

Pin 7.

Pin 4.

Pin 2.

Pin 8.

Pin 6.

Pin 5

9 way famala D-lypa.

To RS-232C I V.28.

Languages: English and French.

0 to 55'C (Display specified to 50'C).

Limit range of operation

Temperature:

Conditions of storage and

transport

Temperature:

Humidity:

Altitude:

-40 to +70°C.

Up to 90% relative humidity (non condensing).

Up to 2500m (pressurized freight at 27kPa differential).

This instrument is designed to comply with the
requirements of EN61010-1/IEC1010-1, for class III
Hand-held equipment and is for use in a pollution
degree 2 environment. The equipment is designed to
operate from an installation category I supply.

Safety:

Electro-magnetic compatibility: Conforms to the protection requirements of Council
Directive 89/336/EEC.

Complies with the limits specified in the following
standards:
BSEN 55011 Class B CISPR 11
BSEN 50082-1 JEC 801-1,2,3,4

Power Requirements: The instrument is powered by internal batteries which
give a nominalS hours operation. This is extended in
receive only mode.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The charger Is capable of powering the instrument and
at the same time charging the batteries. Recharge time
is 3 hours.

90Vt0264V.

45 to 440 Hz.

20 VA maximum.

Complies with IEC 950

Universal battery charger:

A.C. voltage:

Frequency:

Consumption:

Safety:

Dimensions

Height:

Width:

Depth:

57mm

206 mm

170mm

1.3 kg

2.2 kg

2.9 kg

Weight

Instrument:

Instrument in pouch with

manual and 5 adapter cables:

Instrument in pouch with

manual, 5 adapter cables and

battery charger:
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